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ABsrRAcT When a current is passed through a membrane system, differences in
transport numbers between the membrane and the adjacent solutions will, in gen-
eral, result in depletion and enhancement of concentrations at the membrane-solu-
tion interfaces. This will be balanced by diffusion back into the bulk solution,
diffusion of solute back across the membrane itself, and osmosis resulting from these
local concentration gradients. The two main results of such a phenomenon are
(1) that there is a current-induced volume flow, which may be mistaken for electro-
osmosis, and (2) that there will generally develop transient changes in potential
difference (PD) across membranes during and after the passage of current through
them.
TNTRODUCTION
Electrokinetic mechanisms have been suggested to explain a variety of biological
phenomena ranging from action potentials to water transport. The actual values of
electrokinetic parameters measured allow estimates of the plausibility of such
mechanisms, while yielding information about membrane structure and helping to
answer questions as to the existence of charged aqueous channels in cell mem-
branes. For each case it is of course important to know the true values of these
parameters. However, in the process of endeavoring to measure true electroosmotic
coefficients in giant algal cells, we had to analyze another phenomenon which is not
due to electrokinetic coupling, but may easily be mistaken for it. This is a phe-
nomenon resulting from discontinuities in transport numbers between the mem-
branes and their adjacent solutions. During a current pulse these transport number
discontinuities cause concentration enhancement and depletion in unstirred layers
near the membrane surfaces which result in local osmotic flows and diffusion poten-
tial differences (PD). The contribution of such flows is normally in the same direc-
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tion as pure electroosmosis and unless subtracted from the total current-induced
volume flows, it could well lead to a gross overestimate of the electroosmotic com-
ponent. In fact, this transport number effect has in the past been neglected (e.g.
House, 1964; Stallworthy and Fensom, 1966; and Clarkson, 1967) and some of the
conclusions resulting from such electroosmotic experiments may well be, at least
partially, invalid.
Before analyzing this in detail, we shall briefly discuss it and other contributions
to current-induced volume flow across membranes. These are as follows:
(a). The ions themselves and their associated hydration shells will contribute to
the total volume flow (which actually is about 99% "water flow"). It was suggested
by Bockris (1949) that the effect of ion solvation should be divided into two cate-
gories: primary and secondary. As far as any thermodynamic equations are con-
cerned, both are formally identical and are included in any cross-coupling coeffi-
cients. However, the possibility that electroosmosis is just the movement of the
more strongly bound primary hydration shell with the ions is of interest since it
could, therefore, occur quite independently of any frictional interaction in the mem-
brane due to the relative movement of the ions and the water there. The value of the
primary hydration number for KCI and NaCl is < 7 water molecules/ion/pair
(Robinson and Stokes, 1965), and transport number studies indicate that both are
equally hydrated. As the partial molal volumes for H20, NaCl, and KCI are 18, 17,
and 27 ml mole-' (Wirth, 1937, 1940), the contribution of both ions and primary
shells will be
_
1 ,ul coul-1 (or less than 4 moles of water *Faraday-') for both K+
and Na+.
(b) Coupling with the water of the secondary hydration-shell is the sort of inter-
action invoked in most electroosmotic models and will be dependent on the physical
environment in which the interaction is occurring.
The theory behind both of these electrokinetic coupling effects has been put on a
sound physico-chemical basis with the advent of Onsager's work (1931) on the
thermodynamics of irreversible processes. Mazur and Overbeek (1951) showed that
the volume flow, J., the current, I, and the pressure and electric potential differ-
ences, respectively AP and E, are related by the following equations in the steady
state.
J, = L,1AP + L12E
I= L21AP+L22E (1)
where the Lij are coupling coefficients which obey the Onsager relations L12 = L21
and L122 < Li L22. These equations may be rearranged into the more practical
set of equations (Katchalsky and Curran, 1967):
J, = LpAP + xI
I=K'XAP+K'E (2)
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FIGURE 1 Concentration proffles near a membrane of cell
_--w C/1a- . :- wall segment in which the transport number of positive ions
> z/j/_ _
- ~ is greater than in the adjacent solutions. The arrows show the
direction of the current pulse I, the direction of local osmotic
t. t; A volume flow, and solute back-diffusion. Also shown is the
77+ - + direction of the "sweeping-away" (vc) and diffusion effects.
iv
tm tse and d refer to enhancement and depletion respectively; t
I+
, refers to the transport numbers, discussed in the text, whose
relative magnitudes are indicated by the length of the arrows.
where Lp is the hydraulic conductivity at zero current (= L,- L212/L22); X is the
practical electroosmotic coefficient (= L21/L22) and K' the electrical conductivity
at AP = 0 (=L22).
The above equations assume zero bulk concentration gradients of permeant
solute, but the equations also hold equally if the AP term is replaced by
(AP - Ai,), Alli being the osmotic pressure gradient due to impermeable solutes.
The full set of equations for current, volume, and solute flow involves nine coupling
coefficients, three pairs of which are equal. For whole plant cells and cell walls, the
direct contribution of any solute flow not associated with the current during electro-
osmosis is very small and will be neglected in the following analysis.
(c) The electrokinetic flows described by equations 1 and 2 assume perfect
stirring of the solutions right up to the membrane-solution interfaces (e.g. Staver-
man, 1952). Since in biological systems there is either no stirring at all or at best very
little stirring, there should in general be local concentration changes at these inter-
faces due to the passage of current through them. As already mentioned this second-
ary effect, not normally considered by biologists', might be very important and re-
sults from differences in transport (transference) numbers of ions in the membrane
(ti) and adjacent solutions (t8) (see Fig. 1). The rate of solute enhancement (or
depletion) I at the interface is given by
I (tmitn +) =a! (3)
F F
where I is the current, F the Faraday, and a the transport number difference across
the interface. This solute flux at the interface will primarily be opposed by solute
Although the present work was completed independently, some of the principles of this effect had
already been considered theoretically by Dewhurst (1960). He, however, considered a situation in
which concentration changes were occuring in the membrane itself, and though he considered their
possible importance, he did not evaluate either water flows or their effects.
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diffusion into the bulk solution and will result in local changes in the concentration
profiles there. These interfacial solute fluxes will inherently preserve electro-neu-
trality, so that for a uni-univalent electrolyte they will be the same for both positive
and negative ions. If the membrane is relatively impermeant to one of the ions, these
changes will take place wholly in the solutions. The concentration gradients thus
set up will result in local osmotic volume flows across the membrane. These concen-
tration changes will also be balanced by the diffusion of solute back across the
membrane and the diluting or sweeping away effect of the over-all volume flow.
The whole effect will be referred to as the "transport number effect" in both
papers.
GENERAL MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSPORT
NUMBER EFFECT
Initially the absolute concentrations on the inside (i) and the outside (o) of the
membrane will be considered constant and equal to C, and CO respectively. When
a current is passed across the membrane, there will be an enhancement (or deple-
tion) of solute at the membrane-solution interface at a rate given by I = aI/F. For
the internal interface at (a), this will primarily be balanced by diffusion into the
bulk solution at a rate given by - DVc(a) where D is the diffusion constant of the
electrolyte, c(a) refers to the change in concentration at the interface (a), and
Vc(a) to its gradient. Similarly c(b) refers to the change in concentration at the
external membrane-solution interface (b).
There may also be significant diffusion of solute back across the membrane given
by 2 coRT(c(a) + c(b)) where X is the solute permeability coefficient of the mem-
brane, R is the gas constant, T the temperature in °K and where c(b) the concentra-
tion change at the external interface has been added to the change at the internal
interface, since both concentration changes are opposite and will hence cause
osmotic flows in the same direction.2
If the velocity of the total volume flow is v, then there will be a term corresponding
to a sweeping away of the solute (the same term will be used for both depletion and
enhancement) equal to v[Ci + c(a)], similar to that given by Dainty (1963) in his
analysis of unstirred layer effects during osmotic flows alone.
If there is also a true electroosmotic component of flow given by Jo = XI, then,
since each mole of solute contributes 2 moles of ions,
v = 2aLpRT[c(a) + c(b) ] + XI (4)
where L, is the hydraulic conductivity of the membrane.
2The factor 2 appears in the expression because w is defined by the equation J. = wAr, where J. is
the solute flux and where Ar the osmotic pressure difference across a membrane is related to the con-
centration difference across it by Ar - 2RTAC, for a 1 :1 electrolyte.
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FIGURE 2 A schematic diagram showing the main feedback relationships which should in
general be taken into account, in order to calculate the water flow induced by a current pass-
ing through a membrane. The total flow is due to both an electroosmotic component jo, and
a local osmotic one, jI, caused by the transport number effect. The effects enclosed by
dashed lines are those assumed to be negligible in the case of whole plant cells. In general
the local osmotic flow will be given by 2aLpRTACm, whereas, in this figure a was assumed
to be 1.0.
The basic model is shown in Fig. 1 with the main feedback relationships outlined
in the flow chart in Fig. 2.
The boundary equation at interface (a) is given by3
-DVc(a) = - [2aLpRT{c(a) + c(b) I + XI][c(a) + C,]F
-2wRTIc(a) + c(b)}. (5)
'That this expression is the nonsteady-state boundary condition may be seen by considering an ele-
mental volume of solution of unit area adjacent to a membrane and of length Ax extending into the
solution of unit area adjacent to a membrane and of length Ax extending into the solution. The rate of
increase in moles of solute, dn/dt in this volume will be given by
dn
_ _D-)1 -X(O +Ax)dtax&x
where I = ad/F and X(O + Ax) refers to the feedback expressions in parenthesis in equation 5. Now
dn/dt ac/at)o+l,2.Ax. Since Cc/Ct)O+,,/2 isfinite, in thelmit as Ax -O0, [c/Ot)o+s./2Ax] - Oand so
in this limit Dac/ax)o = ' - X(O) for all t.
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The differential equation for both internal and external solutions is given by
DV2c-v-Vc-cc=O (6)
where the term v. vc represents the effect of water flow on the concentration profile
itself and is a function of the boundary conditions through equation 4.
Because of this complex feedback, such a generalized equation is probably not
capable of an analytical solution. However, for the biological models considered in
this paper and the one following (Barry and Hope, 1969), which will henceforth be
referred to as part II, a number of simplifying assumptions can be made. The most
important of these is that the main effect of feedback only occurs at the membrane-
solution interfaces and merely effects boundary conditions in equations 4 and 5.
This means that the v Vc term may be neglected in equation 6, which then reverts
to the normal diffusion equation
DV2c-ac=O. (7
at
This is certainly justifiable if either
C»>> c(a), c(b)
or
w >> oL,[c(a) + C,]
Equation 7 may be solved by transforming it and the boundary conditions into
Laplacian space (following the treatment of Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959) and solving
the resulting second-order spatial differential equations. The Laplacian inverse
theorem is then applied to obtain c as c(x, y, z, t). Multiplying this by 2aLpRT and
taking the surface integral of the product over the two membrane interfaces, the
total flow rate is obtained.
As already mentioned, the concentrations, c(x), as defined, only refer to changes
in concentration. This in no way results in loss of generality provided the initial
concentrations are constant over all space;4 that the factors dependent on absolute
concentration are appropriately defined; and of course, that any decrease in con-
centration is less than the absolute initial concentration.
4Since the Laplace transform of equation 7 is DVS =- Ci + pc, wherec = fl ce P dt andp is the
Laplace operator, the solution will be Ci/p + c', where Ci/p is the particular solution of the specific
equation and c' is the general solution of the homogeneous one with C, = 0. Thus, the final solution
in ordinary space will be C, + c', where Ci is the initial concentration and c' is the solution of the
diffusion equation for zero initial concentration.
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These transport number effects will now be discussed specifically for two types of
model membrane systems based on those biological systems considered experi-
mentally in part II. They consist of a planar segment of cell wall, which has cation-
exchange properties and a cylindrical plant cell membrane surrounded by a cell wall
and itself enclosing a solution of high concentration.
THE TRANSPORT NUMBER EFFECT AT A PLANE MEMBRANE'
INTERFACE
Volume Flows
The model considered will be that shown in Fig. 3, where a plane membrane is
fixed at the middle of a small channel of length 21, with both ends opening out into
the bulk solution, so that beyond the channel the concentration may be considered
as constant and equal to the initial concentration (for a system in which there is
stirring, I is formally equivalent to the width of the unstirred layers). The system is
completely symmetrical and the membrane has adjacent to it, dilute solutions of
uni-univalent electrolyte. Hence the diffusion equation for each solution is from
equation 7
2c lOc (8)
and, since both sides are symmetrical, only the changes for x _ 0 will be considered.
The membrane will also be considered as perm-selective, in favour of cations,
though the solute permeability, w, will be considered large enough so that
w»>> o-L,C0
This assumption implies that the main effect of feedback is that due to diffusion
of solute across the membrane rather than a dilution or sweeping away effect due
to the osmotic volume flow itself. Because of the low solution concentrations being
considered, the sweeping away component produced by purely electroosmotic
coupling will be assumed to be much less than the rate of solute enhancement due
directly to the transport number discontinuities at the interfaces so that also
X[c(a) + Ci,]<<F
Both of these inequalities hold reasonably well for cell walls (see part II). Hence
if the initial concentration is Co, the boundary condition (equation 5) simplifies to
-D I =9-c3Dc(O) (9)
ox O
5Unless qualified by the word "cell", the word "membrane" will be used with its general significance.
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FiGuRE 3 A schematic diagram of the model considered in the text in which there is a
plane membrane in a small channel of length 2 1 with both ends opening out into the bulk
solution. The diagram shows the concentration profile and its changes during the passage
of current in the direction shown, assuming that the cations carry most of the current in the
membrane. Cb refers to the concentration in the bulk solution.
where
aI ad , B4,XRTyandf D
The solution of equation 8 with boundary condition 9 is shown in Appendix A
to be
'I 10+4aL RTi{4{ I 2 E [(lam2 + 2) +]] (1)
where the am are the solutions of
aml cot ami= f1 (11)
Thus, the flow consists of an initial rate jo , the electroosmotic component (since
the two terms on the right are equal when t = 0), and a transient component. The
total flow then increases slowly to a maximum J.m given by
Jvm = Jo + 4oLR,BI'l (12)D(I + 013)
If 61 >> 1, then
Jvmnt = jo + aL (13)
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Flows and integrals of the flow rate have been calculated from equations 10 and
11 and are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These were calculated as a function of feedback
factor, ,3, for the following typical Characean cell wall parameters which have been
measured and which are discussed in part II. These are
I= l0,ua cm-2
X = 10 yI.coul-
io = 0.100 mu.l cm-2sec-'
cL, = 3.6 X 107 cm sec-latm-'
a = 0.5.
D (KCI) was also taken as 1.92 X 105 cm2-sec-1, and RT as 24.62 liter-atm-
mole-'. Though the flows shown are for I = 0.2 cm, calculations for I = Xo indicated
that to within 0.1 % there was no significant variation between both cases for times
up to 400 sec. If PKCm is taken as 0.9 X 14 cm-sec-' (see part II), then for plant
cell walls, remembering that co = PKc1/2RT, ,B should be approximately 10 cm-'.
T0.
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
04
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3
02
0.3
0 SO 10 IS 200
T Ime (see)
FiGuRE 4 The total rate of water flow, J,, in mjulsec', calculated from equations 10-13
and the data in the text, for transport number effects occuring at both interfaces of a plane
membrane in a channel of length 21 during currents of 10 ,ua. cm72. This is shown as a func-
tion of feedback factor (# (cm7l) and includes an electroosmotic flow of 0.100 mul.sec-1.
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FIGURE 5 The integral of the total rate of water flow fo J. dt in m,ul calculated for the
same situation discussed for Fig. 4.
From Fig. 4 it may be seen that even after 50 sec, the transport number contribution
has risen to about 30 ,id-coul-'.
Membrane Potentials
These localized concentration changes, AC, at either solution-membrane interface,
during the passage of a current should produce a potential drop across the mem-
brane. The PD, AEb, measured by electrodes in the two bulk solutions, will, how-
ever, be increased slightly by the appropriate diffusion potentials in each solution
and will be given by
AEb I -0.02 RT gC +AC1+0.02* F + C-AC (14)
+ u+ - u_ RT [log. C + AC + loge C-vC
where the first term represents the PD across the membrane and assumes that the
ratio of the transport numbers of anion to cation there t_/t+ - 0.02 and the second
term is the sum of the two diffusion potentials between the concentrations at the
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interfaces and in the bulk solution, u- and u+ being the respective ionic mobilities
in free solution.
If the solution is KCl then
AEb FRT (0.96 + 0.0193) log, C + AC
or
AEb -56 log1, C+ AC (mv), at 200C.C-AC
Here the effect of activity coefficients in the range of concentrations between 0.1
and 10.0 mm has also been approximated by reducing the slope by 1 mv.
Such changes in PD have been calculated as a function of time and are shown in
Fig. 6 for current densities, I, of 10,100 and 500 Aa cm-7 in solutions of 1.0 mM
KCI.
For I = 10 MAa-cm-2, the PD rises to a maximum of about 8.8 mv, implying that
the concentration profile has reached a steady state value. However, for current
densities of 100 and 500 Ma' cm-2, similar to some of those used experimentally in
part II, the preceding analysis implies that the PD will become infinite for times of
115 and 3 sec, respectively, since in that time one of the membrane-solution inter-
aces has become completely depleted of KCI (i.e. AC = C).
70- | 3st,, sec tt 115sec
60 | I5I=500, aa. cm2 /I=100jAo. cm-2
50
> 40
CQ 30
20
10- AVmax -8S8mv
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~I- 10joa. cm"2
01.0 i0 100 1000
TIME (sec)
FiGuRE 6 The PD across a plane membrane, where tK/tcl>> 1, due to concentration
changes produced by the transport number effect during a current pulse. For currents of 10
pua-cm-, the maximum potential is shown, whereas for currents of 100 and 500 Aa' cm2,
the times for which the PD will theoretically go to infinity are shown. The concentration
of electrolyte (e.g. KCI) assumed was 1.0 mn.
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As already mentioned, the analysis must break down as the concentration tends
to zero and some of the underlying assumptions may then become invalid or some
of the parameters considered to be constant may begin to change significantly. The
most likely cause of breakdown would seem to be the latter. First of all, it is quite
possible that the transport numbers of the ions may change in the depleted region,
those of the anions decreasing while those of the cations increase. Secondly, the
solute permeability should increase both as the concentration gradient across the
membrane and the absolute concentration on the enhancement side of the mem-
brane increase. One implication of the former hypothesis would be that the concen-
tration would tend to drop to a relatively constant level at the membrane-solution
interface itself, while the region of solute depletion would continue to extend further
and further back into the bulk solution. The region of depletion would, in such a
case, be much greater than that of enhancement on the other side of the membrane.
OGO
60.5
5.. 0
S
*0 1.
0 ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~02
0 .,00 2000
l \ #E ', !TIM,so
C \
0 .O20
TIMIE (sec)
FIGURE 7 The relaxation of a concentration profile, after a current pulse of 200 sec dura-
tion and 10 ,ua cm' magnitude at a plane membrane in a semi-infinite medium. The concen-
tration change is shown as a function of time after the pulse at different distances, x, from
the membrane.
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However, this limiting situation, as AC tends to C, still remains to be analyzed quan-
titatively in detail.
Concentration Profile Relaxation after a Current Pulse
The time course of the concentration has been discussed with the initial condition of
either zero concentration or a constant concentration at every point in space. The
relaxation of such a profile, however, after the current is turned off is far more com-
plicated an analysis. If, for simplicity, the case of a plane membrane in a semi-
infinite medium is taken and the feedback factor ,B assumed to be negligible, then
the concentration profile at the end of a current pulse of duration to is given, from
simplified forms of equations A.4 and A.5 (Appendix A) and tables of Laplacian
transforms (e.g. Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959), as
( 15 )D (Dto) / D/4D9o _
8
6
-
ea
S..
E
4
2
0
0 0.5 10 1*5 2-0
Distance , x , (mm)
FIGuRE 8 The ratio of the maximum concentration Cm(O) reached at the interface (x = 0)
to Cm(x), that reached at different distances, x, for a plane membrane during the relaxation
of a concentration in a semi-infinite medium and plotted as a function of x. The concen-
tration proffle had been caused by a 10 ua-cm2 pulse of 200 sec duration. The slight scatter
of some of the points is due to errors in graphical integration and interpolation.
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where the error function complement is defined as
erfc z lez dt.
Following the discussion of Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 56) for the relaxation
of a temperature distributionf(x), the relaxation profile may thus be calculated. If
the initial concentration profile c(x', to) is considered as a number of point sources
of magnitude c(x', t0)dx' then the over-all contribution of all these point sources at
any other point x at a time t sec later is given by
c(t, to, x) = j c(x', to) {eI(xx')24Dt + e(x+)2/4Dt} dX' (16 )
Substituting for c(x, to) from equation 15, equation 16 was integrated graphically
for typical values ofT with D and with to as 200 sec and x = 0, 0.5, 0.1, and 0.2 cm.
The solutions for the other values of x shown in Fig. 7 and 8 were obtained by
graphical interpolation. Fig. 7 shows the time course of such changes at the points
x, whereas Fig. 8 gives the relationship between the maximum concentration Cm(x)
reached at these points to that at the membrane interface (x = 0). Such concentra-
tion time courses at distances, x, away from the interfaces will be discussed further
in part II, where they will be compared with experimental measurements.
THE TRANSPORT NUMBER EFFECT AT A CYLINDRICAL
MEMBRANE
The model to be considered will be that of an infinite6 cylinder of radius a (assumed
to be radially symmetrical). The absolute concentration inside the cylinder will be
considered as very high, so that c(a), the change in concentration, may be neglected
in comparison to Ci . In contrast, the external concentration will be assumed to be
low, so that the sweeping away effect of waterflow on it will be negligible. It will
also be assumed that the solute permeability is low so that w << CLpC, and may
be neglected.
As shown in Fig. 9, the flow due to concentration changes just at the exterior
surface of a cell membrane interface may be approximated by an expression similar
to that derived for the internal case alone but with a very high feedback factor ,B'
(approximately 20). These solutions are discussed in Appendix B.
If a component of flow due to pure electroosmotic coupling, Jo, is also included,
6The solution was also obtained for the model consisting of a finite cylinder of length 21 held in a split
stopper, with current passing across the open section of each end. It was found that for the usual di-
mensions of these plant cells and membranes, the infinite model solution agreed with the finite one to
within 1% for t < 10 sec. The analysis is outlined in Appendix B and both solutions are compared in
Fig. 9.
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FiouRE 9 The integral of the rate of volume flow, f J. dt, due to the transport number
effect, calculated for the parameters given in the text and shown for various membrane con-
figurations. Electroosmotic flow is not included. The curves I and F refer to the cylinders
of infinite and finite length respectively, calculated without feedback. E refers to the flow
caused by concentration enhancement at the external surface of an infinite cylinder. The
others are for concentration enhancement at the interior surface of an infinite cylinder and
the values labeled 3-20 refer to volume flow with the feedback factor, j3, given by these values.
then during a current pulse the internal boundary condition at r = a becomes from
equation 5
D dr = St-3Dco(a) - .3Dci(a) (17)
where 1 is now defined as (al/F - joCC), A ' 2oLpRTCi/D, ci(a) is the change of
the internal concentration profile at r = a and where c0(a) is the change in external
concentration. It is given by
PD 1 2 co e-Dan2+ (18)
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which is similar to equation B.9 of Appendix B where the a,, are the solutions of
aCnJ(aa,n) - 3J0(aan) = 0
The general diffusion equation in both solutions is
02c I ac I c
cIr2 r ar D At
from equation 7.
The total water flow, J,, is therefore given by
J. = jo + 2oLpRT(c0(a) + ct(a))
where the absolute magnitudes of both c0(a) and ci(a) have been added to give the
total concentration difference across the membrane.
0Oo
max
TIIE(Ste at
60
40
20
20
0 100 ~~200 300 400
TIME (ass )
FiGuRE 10 The integral of the total rate of volume flow, fl J. dt in mjul, calculated from
equations 22 and 23 and the parameters given in the text for transport number effects at
both internal and external surfaces of an infinite cylindrical membrane caused by currents
of 10 pa.cm-2. The maximum-rate of flow, restricted by internal feedback, ,B, is also shown.
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The full solution is derived in Appendix C to be
aI 2fJ aI 2,8-*2 e-Dam2 t
FCi a mFCi /3'-A f m (am2 +32)
2# alI .8 e-Dan2t
a FCi (A' -A) n(a2+C3n2)
where the an are so defined by equation 19 and am are the solutions of
amJ,(aam) - #J0(aacm) = 0 (23)
Equation 22 shows that the maximum flow rate is independent of the electro-
osmotic one. The time integral of this flow rate is shown in Fig. 10 for various
values of p', using typical parameters similar to those found for plant cell mem-
branes of the Characeae, i.e., a = 0.05 cm; Lp = 1.1 X 10-1 cm-sec-latm7- with
D(KCI) = 1.92 X 10-5 cm2 sec'-. j3 was taken as about 4.0 cm-', corresponding to
an equivalent C, of about 142 m equivalent Liter-' of monovalent salt in the in-
ternal solution.
For a /' of about 20 cm'-, the current-induced water flow coupling rises to about
23 Mid-coul-' after about 100 sec. The effect of increasing ,B' (i.e., the contribution of
the external solution interface concentration) is primarily to decrease the time taken
for the flow to reach its maximum value.
THE EFFECT OF A CELL WALL ADJACENT TO A CELL
MEMBRANE
The wall will be considered as a cation-exchange system, similar to that found for
plant cells (Dainty, Hope, and Denby, 1960) with normally a high concentration of
divalent cations such as Ca++ and a low concentration of anions. Monovalent
cations such as K+ will carry the current through the membrane, whereas the di-
valent ions will carry it in the wall. This is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
For positive current I passing out of the cylindrical membrane, there will be an
increase in concentration of monovalent and a decrease in divalent cations at the
membrane-wall interface at ratios of I/F and I/2F moles cm-2- sec-'. This will
cause a local increase in the number of ions there of I/2F moles - cm-2 -sec-' which
will cause a resultant local osmotic volume flow. The concentration changes will be
opposed by diffusion as before. If it is assumed that the divalent ion diffuses at
about half the rate of the monovalent one, we can use the self-diffusion constant of
the monovalent ion in the cell wall.
Conversely, at the wall-solution interface, there will be a loss of Ca++ into the
external solution, whereas there will be no net change in the number of ions just
outside the wall.
Because of the fixed charge properties of the wall, the opposing diffusion profiles
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EXTERNAL WALL EEAUAE INTERNAL
SOLVTIN SOLUTION
FIGURE 1 rTA schematic diagram of
the model,! suggested in the text, for
concentration enhancement and deple-
tion for a double-membranesystem, such
as a cell wall adjacent to a cell mem-
brane. The diagram shows the changes in
concentration profiles (not absolute con-
centration profiles) for each ion across
the wall-membrane system during the
passage of a current (in the direction
shown) resulting from the different
transport numbers, t, of each ion in
each phase (also indicated). The charge
equality equations for each phase are
also given, and the model is discussed
further in the text.
of the monovalent and divalent cations will tend to be restricted to the wall itself
and the resulting volume flow will have very little effect on the concentration pro-
files.
The model proposed, therefore, assumes that the boundary conditions at the
membrane-wall (radius a) and wall-solution (radius b) interfaces are as follows:
or a 2F (23)
and
-D ac)I = O
cr b
(24)
Using the diffusion equation given in equation 20, the flow rate may be derived
(see Appendix B) to be
J = 2 *L,RTJ [2Ait + A2 + 2 E 2 amb)D m~~~~~r-i a,, (a bF(a, b, e) (25)
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where the am are the solutions of
Jl(aan) Yi(baln) - Yi(aam)Jj(bam) = 0 (26)
where
A1 = aD/(b2 - a2) (27)
A2 = -2+ ab' log, b/a a(+b) (28 )A2= ( 2
-2)2 4 (b2- a2)
and
F(a, b, a) = _ Ji(aam)Yo(ba) - Jo(ba)Yi(aam) (29)
Jo(aa.m)Y(bcam) - Ji(batm) Yo(aam)
Following Gaffey and Mullins (1958), it was assumed that the diffusion of KCl
in the cell wall was about 2.5 % of that in an equivalent KCI solution (i.e. D =
5 X 1r7 cm2.sec-'). The width of the cell wall was taken as 10 ,u so that b was
0.051 cm. With the other parameters, the same as before, the contribution to the
rate of water flow, J., was calculated as a function of time and is shown in Fig. 12.
These very high flows will affect the over-all flow by decreasing the time taken for
the flows to reach a maximum, but since they will also increase the sweeping away
effect at the inside of the membrane, they will not necessarily increase the maxi-
mum flow rate (as discussed in the section entitled "The Transport Number Ef-
fect... "for the cylindrical membrane without a wall).
100 5.0
90
80 40
E 70 - / '
a 60 #* 3.0
,L,50
-
,/' 2.0 2
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
TIME (SeC)
FIGURE 12 Theoretical transient PD changes, E, (full line) and the theoretical water flow
contribution, .4, (broken line) resulting from transport number changes at a wall-membrane
interface during the passage of a 10 ,u *cm'2 current for the situation discussed in the text.
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Since measurements of wall PD (Nagai and Kishimoto, 1964) indicate that the
normal concentration of K+ in the cell walls of Characea is about 1.0 m equivalent
liter-' for an external solution of 0.1 mN KCI, the above analysis would break down
after about 20 sec for a depletion current of 10 ,ua as ACK approaches CK . In fact,
before this can occur, a nondestructive breakdown mechanism called "punch-
through" will occur (see Coster, 1965). This will be discussed further in part II.
Changes in Membrane PD
If it is assumed that the cell membrane is predominantly permeable to the mono-
valent cation (e.g. K+) considered above, and that the concentration of that ion in
the wall is C, then a change AC in its concentration at the wall-membrane interface
will cause a change in the membrane potential given by
AE RT log +AC (30)
Again assuming a value of 1.0 m equivalent liter-' for the concentration of K+ in
the cell wall, membrane PD's were calculated from equations 25-30 for a 10 ,ua.
cm-2 current through the membrane and are shown in Fig. 12 as a function of time.
DISCUSSION
It has been shown that the passage of current through any membrane system
should, in general, result in a depletion and enhancement of local concentrations at
the membrane solution interfaces. This effect is due to discontinuities in transport
numbers between the membrane and the solutions on either side of it and may in
some simple systems be reduced, but never completely destroyed, by very vigorous
stirring. Since, in most biological systems, stirring is either absent or not very
effective, this transport number effect may often be of considerable importance.
This transport number effect will cause flows of water during the passage of cur-
rent which should increase with time to a maximum and then decrease to zero slowly
after the current has been turned off. Therefore, any measurements of current-
induced volume flow should clearly differentiate between this effect and a purely
electroosmotic component. As suggested in part II, the electroosmotic component
may be taken as the instantaneous change in volume flow rate at the beginning and
end of each current pulse.
The transport number effect should also cause PD's across cell membranes and
isolated segments of cell walls during and after the passage of current and may
explain certain transients in potential observed during the flow of current. For
example this effect, which may well be the explanation of certain potential oscilla-
tions noted by Coster (1966) during his hyperpolarizing punch-through effect in
Chara, will be discussed further in part II.
Both local, current-induced osmosis, and transient changes in membrane PD
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were observed in cell walls and whole cells and the agreement between theoretical
predictions and experimental observations is discussed at length in part II.
The transport number effect can therefore be considered from two different points
of view. First, as an awkward artifact arising during measurements of current volt-
age relationships (e.g., explaining such things as changes in current during voltage
clamping) and electroosmotic coupling coefficients and secondly as another pos-
sible mechanism which may explain certain biological phenomena.
As far as the first point of view is concerned, the implications of the effect are
considerable. For example, all the electroosmotic data gathered in the past and its
implications as to membrane structure or ion-water interactions, or experiments
endeavoring to test Onsager's reciprocal relations for electrokinetic phenomena are
completely invalid unless it can be shown that the measured "electroosmotic" flows
are indeed purely electrokinetic (i.e. measured within the first second of the onset or
termination of the current pulse).
This raises the obvious question: What can be done to experimentally diminish
the role of the transport number effect in a given situation? As already inferred the
first line of approach is to make all the measurements as instantaneously as possible
(i.e., within a fraction of a second), to keep the system extremely well stirred as close
as possible to both membrane interfaces, and to watch out for any transients. The
second line of approach depends on what is being measured.
If it is current-voltage relationships, then the membrane potential term in equa-
tion 17 (see also equation 2 of part II) indicates, for example in pure salt solutions,
with a membrane predominantly permeable to one ion, that it is the relative change
in concentration which is significant in determining the change in potential during a
current pulse. That is:
NE =RT In Cl+ AC1F C2 -AC2'
Thus, merely increasing the absolute concentrations C1 and C2 on each side of the
membrane will reduce the change in potential AE, so that the ratio of the transport
number component to the resistive drop across the membrane itself will be con-
veniently reduced. However, for most biological situations, large increases in the
concentrations of the most permeable solutes would be required to reduce the trans-
port number effect significantly.
It should of course also be added that since the effect is essentially proportional
to current, reducing the magnitude of the current will not affect the importance of
the transport number effect relative to the normal resistive drop across the mem-
brane, unless the membrane conductance were itself a sensitive function of current.
If it is electroosmotic measurements, apart from perfect stirring, there is nothing
basic that can always be done to reduce or eliminate the transport number effect.
Since electroosmosis is also essentially proportional to current, reducing the current
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will not in general cause a significant reduction in the relative importance of the
transport number effect.
The transport number effect would in some cases be reduced, however, if the
feedback term, ,B, in equation 5, could be increased. If for our biological membrane
cL4 is large and C,>> c(a), c(b) then equation 17 indicates that the effect may be
reduced by increasing the concentration of solutes in the bathing solutions adjacent
to the membrane. If, however, it is small so that the solute permeability w >> LpCo
and Bl >> 1, then equation 13 implies that the flow cannot be altered by changing
the external bathing solution concentrations. However, it should be added that the
larger the solute permeability, w, the smaller the relative importance of the transport
number effect.
Secondly, as we have already suggested, the transport number effect is another
possible mechanism which may explain certain biological phenomena, since, in
general, concentration changes and volume flows will result from transport number
effects whenever there are any currents. These could well be important links, for
example, in coupling between electrical currents and chemical or osmotic phe-
nomena.
Of course the principles applied to the transport number effect in this paper also
apply to any fluxes (active or passive) crossing cell membranes. For example, it will
be shown in a later paper7 that a significant contribution to the water flow during an
action potential in plant cells, and to a second order the shape of the action poten-
tial change itself, results from the local effiux of about 800 pmoles cm-2 of KCI into
a region of limited diffusion (the cell wall) around the cell membrane. The trans-
port number effect also has many features similar to the local osmotic coupling
mechanism proposed by Diamond (1964) as a mechanism for the transport of water
resulting from active transport of solute across epithelia such as gall bladder (see
also Diamond and Bossert, 1967).
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APPENDIX
The differential equations considered in this paper are very similar to many of those con-
sidered by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) in their excellent treatise on heat conduction and the
solutions in these appendices follow closely their application of the Laplace transform method.
APPENDIX A
SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORT NUMBER
EFFECT AT A PLANE MEMBRANE INTERFACE
Xc _1 ac (A.1)
-D &) -='I_- Dc(O) (A.2)
c =O for x= 1. (A.3)
Taking the Laplace transform of this diffusion equation and the boundary conditions, the
associated equations become:
d2 pc (A.4)
dx2 D
-D de) = _ ADe(O) (A.5)dx h-o p
where c5 (x) =f0 e-Pt c(x, t)dt where p, the Laplacian operator, is such that the real part is
sufficiently large so that the integral converges.
Equation (A.4) has the solution
=Aex + Beqx (A.6)
where
q= v/p7D
From the associated boundary conditions
c w ~~sinh q(l -x) (A.7)Dp(q cosh ql +I3sinhqlY A7
From the inversion theorem (Jaeger, 1961)
_
_w 7Y+io'3 eXt sinhI(l-x) dX
27riD J -io X(OAcosh Ml+ A sinh (8
where X and , have been written forp and q and where y is chosen as in Fig. 13 such that all
the poles lie to the left of the line y + ioo, y- ioo,ibeing V-\1.
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B
-*t rIR
FiGuRE 13 A diagram to show the path
I/ of integration of the inversion integral
in the complex x-plane. y is chosen so
that all the poles, (0), lie to the left of
A_g_j the line y+ ioo, y-i owhere i=x
E A R is taken as tending to infinity, so thatCOMPLEX with a-" the line integral around the curve
X-PLANE BCDEA tends to zero.
Provided that Ie(X) < mR-K, where R is the radius of the curve (Fig. 13) and m and K are
positive constants, then Jaeger (1961) has shown that fBCDEA--+ 0 as R X.
Since this is true for c as given by equation 7, then
c = 27ril residues (A.9)
From Cauchey's residue theorem (e.g. Phillips, 1957).
The integrand of the integral in equation A.8 has simple poles at X = 0 and at the zeros of
,ucosh ,lA +1 sinh ,u given by X = -Dai2, where the am are the solutions of
anm cotaml = --. (A.10)
The residue at X = 0. Here expanding the integral of A.8 for small values of X the
coefficient of X71 is
(1- x)
1 +X131
The residue at X = -Dam2.
Now the residue formula (MacLachlan, 1953; p. 54) states that iff(z) is of the form +k(z)/
'I(z) and I(z) has a simple zero at z = a, then the residue of z = a is a1(a) /'(a) provided
t(z) doesn't vanish at z = a, where '(a) is the differential of'(a).
Since d/dA = (1/2DA) (d/du) and sinh ix = i sin x etc., the residue at x = 0 becomes
-2e-Dam2 t
(am2 + 12)1 + A
so that at the membrane interface the full solution becomes
c(O) = 0I+: 2 -E2)+1 } ( A.l1)
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and
J, = 4aLpRT c(O) + jo.
APPENDIX B
THE SOLUTIONS FOR THE TRANSPORT NUMBER EFFECT
CONSIDERED SEPARATELY AT EITHER THE INTERIOR OR
EXTERIOR INTERFACES OF A CYLINDRICAL MEMBRANE
Interior Interface
(a) Finite cylindical membrane of length 21 held transcellularly with a section of length 2b in
a split stopper, with current passing radially across the open section of each end.
The diffusion equation is therefore from equation 7.
a2c a2c 1c1c c (B.1 )
&z2 Or2 rOr D at
Since there exists radial symmetry.
With boundary conditions
ac) OandDA) =f(z) (B.2)
where
f(z) = +1 for - + b > z >-
f(z) = 0 for -l+ b < z < I-b
f(z) = -1 for -l-b <z<l.
so that f(z) may be expanded in a Fourier series (cf. Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; p. 220) as
00
f(z) = E n
n-0
where
-4 (-+)nI (2n + 1)irb sin (2n + 1)1rz
*n
- (2n +1) 21 sn 21 (B.3)
Equation B.1 may be solved in Laplacian space by the method of separation of variables used
in quantum mechanical wave equation solutions and the solution of this equation in ordinary
space may, after considerable algebraic manipulation, be shown to be
c(z, t) =0 )If(7nr)n 2eDan2t- 2 Go(a+r)eD(a,,,m2+2) (
C(Z t) 2__ o2 2B.4)n-0 D
-YnlI&Yna) ayn2 a rn1 (Yn + aim2)JO(cva
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where yn = (2n + 1)/21 r and a,m are solutions of Ji(aam) = 0, where J1 is a Bessel function
of order 1. The time integral of the average volume flow over each end of the cylinder is then
in expanded form
A J dt 2LpRTat E 8t1' sin2 Ynb [Dt 1 _ (-Ina)2 5(vna)4oD n-ob7r2(2n+ 1)2 a2 4 24 48.25
_D _2Y + D3 _4t3- - 2 ( - e-D(am2+TyI)tl (B.5)3a2 12a2 a2Dt m (am2 + Y2)]n
Calculations of the integral of the flow rate are shown in Fig. 10, for I = 5.0 cm, b = 0.5
cm, and with the other parameters the same as those already mentioned.
(b) Infinite cylindrical membrane with a radial current. The diffusion equation is
&2c 1Ic 1 c(c
0r+rrr DOB.6)cir2 r 4 r_ cAt
with the boundary condition
D(4f) = (I - (Dc(a)) (B.7)
Following the method outlined in Appendix A and discussed further in Appendix C, the
solution of these equations in Laplacian space is
- '~'Io(qr)C pD IqIh(qa) + 3Io(qa)} (B.8 )
to give after using the inversion theorem
J, = D /OL -2 a(a 2 + ,2)j (B.9 )
where the am are the solutions of
(aan)Ji(aam) - af3Jo(aan) = 0 (B.10)
and Jo and J1 are Bessel functions of order "O" and "1" respectively. When ,3 = 0, the solu-
tion becomes
J, = 2apI {2D + a _2 E e~Dmt ( B.l1)D ~a 4 a am21
where the am are solutions of Ji(acma) = 0.
Exterior interface of an infinite cylindrical membrane, assuming no feedback (i.e. ,3 = 0),
enclosed by a boundary restricting diffusion.
The diffusion equation is
a2c lrc 1 Ac
Or r 5r- = (B.12)
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with boundary conditions
-D GIc (B.13)
-D \)c =0 (B.14)
clr b
The full solution in Laplacian space may be shown to be
c(r) = _ '' {Kl(qb)Io(qr) + Il(qb)Ko(qr) (B.15)
Dpq JIh(qa)Ki(qb) - Ki(qa)Ii(qb)}
where q = \"p/D and Io, Ko and A, K1 are the hyperbolic and associated hyperbolic Bessel
functions of order "0" and "1" respectively. Evaluating the Laplace inversion theorem
JIV = 2aLpRT {nClt + C2 + 2 Em2[a bF( b, am)i} (B.16)
where
Cl=(b22) (B.17)
C2 = -a + ab4loge(b/a) _ a(a2 + b2) (B.18 )
2 (b2 - a2)2 4(b2 - a2)
and
F(a, b,am) = _ Ji(aam) Yo(bam) - Jo(bam) Y1(aa,) (B.19)
Jo(aa,,m)Yi(bam) - Ji(ba,m)Yo(aam)
where J0, Y0 and J1, Y1 are Bessel functions and associated Bessel functions of order "0" and
"I" respectively. The am are the solutions of equation 26 in the text. The first six solutions
were obtained from the tables of Jahnke, Emde, and Loesch (1960, p. 198-9). For those
values of aam and barn > 15.9, F(a, b, a,m) was calculated using the Bessel function approxi-
mations given by MacLachlan (1955, tables IV-IX).
APPENDIX C
THE SOLUTION FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS CONCENTRATION
ENHANCEMENT AND DEPLETION AT THE EXTERIOR AND
INTERIOR INTERFACES OF AN INFINITE CYLINDRICAL
MEMBRANE
The feedback at the exterior interface is considered as negligible, whereas at the interior inter-
face it is included into the boundary condition
Di ar) = t-joCC) - 3Dco(a) - fDci(a) (C.1)
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Taking the Laplace transform this becomes:
D dc --jC #_ Dco(a) - #Dc,(a) (C.2)dr)a p
where cO(a) is the Laplace transform of the external concentration and will be approximated
by an expression similar to that derived for the internal interface (cf. equation B.8) so that
-o(a) =- Io(qa)C3
Dp IqIl(qa) + (3'Io(qa) } (C-3)
since the external concentration is assumed to be independent of the total flow rate. Hence,
the internal concentration
c (a) -I/D '+ ('-joCi - XflDo(a))Io(ia)extdA (C.4)2criJ -)- {XII1(Ma) + I3Io(I.a)C
where the integral is again over the same contour as in the previous solutions. The integrand
has simple poles at X = 0 and X = -Dcam2 where the am and a. are the solutions
of camJi(aam) -4Jo(aam) = 0 and aciJ1(aca.) - 3'Jo(aa,') = 0. Since
Jv =]o + #D (co(a) + ci(a)) (C.5)ci
it may be eventually shown that
2f3f~~~i,<c~~ ~ eDam2
= i a (a1il,'rnar 2 +132)Jw~~~~~~~~=''_________2/) oWE
_2t /S , e2 + 0) .(C.6)a Cc ( +9 (Cg)16 n i
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